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“Evolutionary systems 
are forced to poise themselves  

on the edge of chaos.” 

Ian Stewart
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Katherine Boucher Beug’s instantly recognizable, characteristic 

mode is the abstact, witty drama of line and colour on paper and 

canvas, an almost light-hearted exploration of the sub-conscious, 

distantly reminiscent of Paul Klee or Joan Miro; but here she enters 

a new dimension, as if previously unknown assemblages by Yves 

Tanguy have been hoisted from their frames. Working with treated 

and untreated woods, with tin, paper, fabrics and nails, the hung 

pictures—‘Note-book’, ‘String Theory”—have surprisingly rough, 

forceful surfaces and read like preparatory sketches for the highly  

finished sculptural pieces: ‘Announcement’, Tree House’, ‘Voyage’ 

‘Snail’, where the expressive being of raw materials is declared in 

arresting uprights and thoughtful horizontals. ‘Announcement’, for 

example, has something of the force of epic or of tragic theatre (the 

Irish Sagas, Oedipus, Macbeth); love and war are implicit in the 

very choice of means. So too with the rhetorical ‘Tree House’, its 

gesticulating branch somehow denoting a human component and 

human emotion. These pieces are so variously suggestive that their 

fugitive transparency can take different forms.

Two prize exhibits in my view: ‘Voyage’ and ‘Snail’. Both use  

mahogany mounted on birch–ply. A literary mind will always  

imagine narrative. The schematic ship in ‘Voyage’, set against deep-sea  

blue, might be Odysseus’ ship, so solid and well-made, and the  

driftwood-looking upright in ‘Snail’ a shoreline marker of some 

kind, perhaps over a homeric grave; but it’s the imposing formal 

Assemblages
Derek Mahon   
06/01/15

qualities of these two that catch and hold the eye. Each has the 

simple, serious beauty of primal experience, and the signature of  

a truly accomplished artist; the ship off-centre in ‘Voyage’, just  

coming into frame, the split in the wood in ‘Snail’. The snail itself,  

its shell a memento-mori, is paradoxically perky, and perfectly 

 placed. She risks prettiness here, but shells are pretty; it works and 

is even humorous. The language she invents isn’t so very strange 

really; these ‘units’ are friendly to the eye and to cultural memory. 

You could gaze at them for hours and still find more to say.
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Assemblages
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Announcement

62 x 21 x 6 cm   
Found wood, painted birch ply, corrugated 
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Snail

33 x 18 x 24cm
Found wood, painted ply, snail shell 
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Voyage

25 x 48 x 16 cm
Found wood, painted ply 
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Monument

20 x 15 x 61 cm
Found stick, and ply
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Handle

28 x 23 x 9 cm
Found fragment, wood and painted ply 
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Dog

18 x 22 x 19 cm
Twig, ply, bronze
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Tree House

39 x20 x 28 cm
Wood and Branch 
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Paintings
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Notebook

90 x 115 cm
Mixed Media on Canvas 
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Tokyo. Midnight.

90 x 115 cm
Mixed Media on Canvas 
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String Theory

90 x 115 cm
Mixed Media on Canvas 
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Algorithm for the Unknown

90 x 115 cm
Mixed Media on Canvas  
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Yellow Up Up

90 x 115 cm
Mixed Media on Canvas
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Watercolours
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Balance l

56 x 24 cm
Watercolor on Fabriano 
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Balance II

56 x 24 cm
Watercolor on Fabriano 
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Balance III

56 x 24 cm
Watercolor on Fabriano 
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Weather systems with fallen numbers-

I am sure there is a choreography in the placement of mind-steps.

Do we have to learn to raid our own minds? And if so, how far do 

we go?

Sometimes I use the wrong colour or attach the wrong object to a 

painting intentionally, so that that space will shout at me (louder) 

and tell me what it wants.

Collage says, “take risks.”

Master of collage; snow

The message is the method. Experience, after experience + change 

+ deeper + re-work + peel off +fold over + un-fold + begin again 

+ take off + gesso out + fabric out + slowly, slowly, the canvas is an 

exact reflection of being and not-being and re-being.

Push the limits of what you find coherent; incoherence is just  

another step into what you might be unsure of + thus, inviting-

Tromp l’oeil  is, of course, hauling something back into 3D reality, 

so it acts as a ‘paradox-holder’.

Apply logic? And if so, why?

What do daily encounters with the collage process do to the mind? 

They take conventions in thought, habitual inner scripts + blow 

them open. It is one’s self who is most surprised.

The working space of the studio is, in itself, an ambient collage.  

A painting is completely altered because, searching for one thing,  

I find another – the whole room is a set-up for surprise.

Space/text + narrative / speech (memory) – incomplete memory 

thought-

The small noise of getting something right. (briefly)

The architecture of inter-play between conscious/sub-conscious 

thought- does it have an architecture?

On Collage
From studio notebooks

KBB
2014/15
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